January 2015 Newsletter

Welcome!
Follow MAF on Twitter, FaceBook and Linked In!
Welcome to Michigan Architectural Foundation’s e-newsletter! If you experience problems viewing this
email, please click here to view it on our website. This monthly publication connects architectural
enthusiasts and supporters, educators, and the media with Michigan’s architecture through feature
stories about architectural treasures, and opportunities for you to participate in programs, lectures,
events and tours.




Join our Linked In Group or "Like" our FaceBook page, and contribute your own comments,
questions or items of interest
Follow us on Twitter to get the latest news on architecture in Michigan.
Sign up to follow our blog (just enter your email address in the box at the bottom of the left
column).

Check out our website at www.MichiganArchitecturalFoundation.org for information about grants,
scholarships, and architectural resources!
Check out past MAF Newsletters!
Be sure to watch MAF’s Architreks videos too!

Donate to the Michigan Architectural Foundation
Michigan Architectural Foundation is dedicated to the promotion, perpetuation and preservation of
architecture as a fine art. By serving as a visible resource for funding, information and educational
programs, we increase the public’s appreciation for architecture, which encourages cohesive,
sustainable communities, increasing economic value, enriching experiences and adding beauty.
The Foundation relies on the support of corporate and individual sponsors, patrons and donors to fund
its educational, scholarship and grant programs.
Please consider supporting our programs – click here for more information!

Feature Article:
Why Design Matters
by Dennis M. King, FAIA, FESD, Public Policy Director, AIA Michigan
As first published in CAM Magazine, January 2015
The Michigan Architectural Foundation (michiganarchitecturalfoundation.org) is dedicated to,
“Increasing Public Appreciation of How Architecture Enriches Life.” While a lofty aspiration, it is an
important vision founded in the concerns of businesses, citizens, and governments regarding livability
issues in today’s communities.
While it is true that even outstanding physical spaces cannot unilaterally provide solutions to problems
of class, race or economic stagnation; the bedrock of livability is physical design that richly reflects the
aspirations of a community. Architecture is all about looking at difficult challenges with a broad
perspective and discovering opportunities for effective solutions. The process is intensely collaborative
and an engine for building community. Consequently, thoughtful and empathetic architectural solutions
can pull neighborhoods together, set communities apart and make people happy. Architecture matters.
A Sense of Place
Good architectural design recognizes that the world is not made up of individual, isolated, or
disconnected elements. Sensitive design includes consideration of the spaces between buildings as well
as the buildings themselves. This approach to community design is commonly described as creating a
“sense of place” or “placemaking.” Here in the State of Michigan, “MIplace” is a statewide initiative at
the forefront of this movement. The State is confident that, by employing sound design principles to
revitalize communities, it will strengthen the entire State.
At first the challenges may seem daunting. After all, neighborhoods and communities are built from a
collage of independently owned properties and structures. Investment and maintenance often varies
widely and is often difficult at best to influence. So what makes some communities more desirable
places than others? The American Institute of Architects in its publication, Communities by Design, notes
that many different elements go into enhancing a community and establishing a sense of civic pride and
identity. Communities with a clear identity will be distinctive by definition. The design of the buildings
and structures, the layout and character of the streets, the preservation of historic assets and the
placement of open gathering spaces all contribute to a sense of place.
A Plan of Action
The problems may seem insurmountable. But like most challenges, they can be met one step at time by
following a sensible plan of action. The AIA’s 10 Principles for Livable Communities does a great job
consolidating a meaningful plan:

1.

Create Neighborhood Identity – A sense of place gives communities stability and an identity
that residents can take pride in.

2.

Provide Choices – People want a variety of housing, shopping, recreation, transportation
and employment options. Variety adds stability and accommodates residents in different
stages of their lives.

3.

Conserve Open Landscape – Ensuring open space, agricultural land and wildlife habitat is
important for environmental, recreational, cultural and aesthetic reasons.

4.

Plan on a Human Scale – Appropriately compact communities allow residents to walk to
shops, cultural resources and jobs, and can reduce traffic congestion.

5.

Encourage Mixed-Use Development – Integrating different land uses and building types
creates a vibrant blend of housing types and socioeconomic groups while making
communities more walkable.

6.

Vary Transportation Options – An interconnected network of streets, paths, greenways and
waterways will reduce traffic and encourage social interaction. Reliable public
transportation is important as an alternative to cars.

7.

Preserve Urban Centers – Conserving, restoring and infilling urban centers uses existing
services and resources instead of creating new infrastructure, and provides a sense of
stability and identity. It makes environmental sense.

8.

Strengthen the Public Realm – Citizens need dignified and physically defined places,
schools, courthouses, libraries and other civic buildings to stimulate interaction,
participation, art and civic pride.

9.

Protect Environmental Resources – A well-designed blend of nature and development is
aesthetically pleasing, protects waterways, preserves ecology and improves property values.

10.

Design Matters – All the other principles flow from this one. Design excellence is the
foundation of all buildings and of all communities. How our buildings and environments
serve the myriad needs of our citizens may be our fundamental aesthetic achievement.

Public Awareness Grants Are Available
The Michigan Architectural Foundation is dedicated to the promotion, perpetuation and preservation of
architecture as a fine art. Our mission is Advancing Public Awareness and Understanding of how
Architecture Enriches Life.
To this end, Public Awareness Grants are given out annually through AIA chapters in state of Michigan to
raise the public awareness about architecture and reach out into the community.
The MAF Board meets 6 times a year to review applications. We have seen the bar raised high over the
last few years and competition for the money has been healthy. By August last year, the available funds
had been used up!! Click here to learn more and to apply!

See Detroit's Historic Churches from the Sky
Published in Michigan Radio

Screen grab from Hello Aerial's video of Detroit churches. Credit Hello Aerial / YouTube
The team at Hello Aerial, a drone cinematography group based out of Detroit, explored the images of
Detroit's historical churches from a very different angle: the sky. Click here to check it out!

Get Your Architectural Project Featured!
Send us photos of your signature project!
Architectural professionals and photographers are encouraged to submit their favorite photos and we
will feature them through our social media.
Click on the Upload a Photo button on our home page and follow the steps! Submit as many photos as
you would like, accompanied by a photo title and description emphasizing how the design photographed
enriches life. Also note what photo credit should be included, if any. Photos should be low resolution,
jpg format. Be sure to check out the photos in our current collection! View entire library!

